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The Spiritual Lover in the Cult of Dionysus 
Carl A.P. Ruck 
 
Abstract: 
An ancient Indo-European goddess of war validated the warlord’s authority by a mystical marriage 
accessed via a fungal sacrament, empowering him with the ecstatic madness of lycanthropy. She entered 
the Classical world through Thrace as Kotys and became assimilated with a coterie of analogous deities 
that includes Athena (Medea, Medusa, Metis, and Kreousa), Bendis, Artemis, and Hecate, and hence 
inevitably Persephone and Demeter. With the evolution of viticulture and the fermentation of fungal 
yeasts to produce ethanol, her entourage included the bacchants and Dionysus as their spiritual spouse, 
and yielded to patriarchy. The association with Demeter and the evolution of cultivated cereals, made 
ergot, the psychoactive fungus parasitic on grasses, an analogue of the wild mushroom, contrasting the 
two fundamental foodstuffs as bread and wine. This was a motif that continued into the Christian 
mystical tradition. The ancient experience was termed a Mystery and interpreted as a ceremonial 
recapitulation of mankind’s evolution from primitivism. Perpetuations of the primordial empowering 
mystical marriage occur in the Athenian Basilinna and the Roman Bona Dea. Although the revels of 
mainland Greece had apparently involved only women and the sexuality was metaphoric for a unio 
mystica, with satyrs and other imaginary creatures that manifested across the interdimensional barrier as 
the deity or his proxys, the rite was often perverted as a physical experience enacting metaphors as 
reality. Bacchanalian revels were introduced from the Greek colonies in the south of the Italian peninsula 
and Roman law attempted unsuccessfully to restrict them because of their excessive drunkenness and 
sexual abandon, including prostitution, enforced sodomy, and human sacrifice. 
 
KEY WORDS: Dionysus, Mysteries, Bona Dea, lycanthropy, wolf, Ariadne, Robigalia, Lupercalia, 
flagellation, lecanomancy 
 
La Petite Mort 
A suburban villa about a half-kilometer west of Pompeii was covered with ash 
and debris, but sustained only minor damage in the eruption of Mount Vesuvius that 
buried the town in 79 CE. Discovered only in 1909, long after the remains of the town, it 
is known as the Villa of the Mysteries because of the well-preserved frescoes that 
decorate the walls of one of its rooms. Nothing is certain about the identification of the 
figures portrayed except that some are imaginary creatures like goat-men or silens not 
encountered in ordinary reality and there is a central depiction of the deity Dionysus, at 
the far end of the rectangular room, ivy-crowned, blear-eyed, perhaps drunken, or more 
likely in a transient fainting spell, exhausted after sexual release, his nude, soft, 
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effeminate and non-muscular body collapsed upon the lap of an enthroned, richly 
dressed embracing female, unfortunately only partially extant, missing her face. Her 
hand right hand rests on his chest; the other hand holds a pinecone, an iron wedding 
ring on her pinkie finger, as prescribed by Pliny. [image 1]                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
The pinecone had the same symbolism as the deity’s wreath of ivy leaves, 
representing the toxic plants associated with Dionysus before the evolution of the 
grapevine and the discovery of the art of fermentation. It also symbolized mystical 
vision or altered states of consciousness. The pineal gland is so named for its physical 
resemblance to a pinecone, and in antiquity the pineal was commonly, although 
mistakenly thought to be the eye or gateway for transcendent vision (Galen, De usu 
partium, 4.15). 
The right foot of the deity is lifted calling attention to its incongruously missing 
sandal, which lies on the ground at the right side of the dais supporting Ariadne’s 
throne. A purple drapery covers his genitals, but a saffron ribbon tied upon the ivy-
entwined thyrsus, which identifies him, leaning aslant against his thigh, dangles 
suggestively upon his groin. Saffron was considered an effeminate color (Aristophanes, 
Frogs, 45 et seq.) and indicated that Dionysus was a gentle, cross-dressing lover. The 
pinecone could replace the ivy leaves atop the thyrsus. The tied ribbon has the symbolic 
significance of a union consummated, probably mystical across the interdimensional 
barrier, and it was a common iconographic aspect in depictions of the thyrsus. The 
thyrsus or narthex (the latter etymologically, the ‘narcotic receptacle’) was the defining 
staff of the Dionysian bacchanalian revel or orgy, indicating the ritual gathering of 
wild, intoxicating plants (prototypically ivy, bryony, and smilax), considered the 
primitive antecedents to the cultivated grapevine and the fermentation of its fruit to 
manufacture the civilizing drink of wine (Ruck 1978, 2017-a). The narthex was the stalk 
of the giant fennel. The association with vision and altered consciousness is responsible 
for the ancient herbal tradition that fennel or narthex improved eyesight, as noticed 
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supposedly in the way that serpents rubbed against it to renew their sight after they 
shed their skin. The serpent in Greek is called a drakon or ‘dragon,’ derived from derkos 
for ‘eye and the verb ‘to stare,’ derk-esthai. Serpents supposedly acquired their toxicity 
from proximity to plants (Vergil, Aeneid, 2.471), and conversely plants absorbed their 
toxins from serpents (Nicander, Alexipharmaca, 521 et seq.; Pliny, Natural History, 9.5.6). 
The missing sandal had the same symbolism of interdimensional mediation, 
presenting the deity as a one-foot, a foot in each world, a motif traceable back to the 
hero Jason, the monsandalos or ‘single sandaled’ (Apollonius Rhodius, Argonautica, 1.5 et 
seq.; Pseudo-Apollodorus, 1.9.16), the defining mark of an initiate (Propp 1928) and the 
prophetic sign of Jason’s heroic quest for the Golden Fleece hung in the magical Garden 
of the great sorceress Medea. Dionysus is missing his left-foot sandal, and the same 
may be true of his enthroned bride Ariadne. It was customary to depict diviners 
standing on a single foot, the right foot, the other resting on a rock, as an indication of 
their liminal state between two worlds, looking across the boundary separating the 
realms. Dionysus and Ariadne are united in marriage in the other realm, the one 
inhabited by the fantastic creatures like satyrs and silens. [image 2] 
Dionysus is the only male present, apart from the silens, cupid—and a nude boy, 
ivy-crowned and wearing high Thracian hunting boots (buskins, kothornos), associated 
with the tragic theater and maenadic or bacchanalian rites. The prepubescent boy is 
probably impersonating the deity as a child, and Aeschines, the fourth-century Greek 
playwright and orator, played such a role as acolyte when he was young at his mother’s 
bacchanalian soirees (Demosthenes, On the Crown, 18.260); it was apparently a 
traditional role among an otherwise all female gathering. All the other human 
participants are female. The boy is to the left of the entrance door, reading from an 
unwound scroll. The scene is universally recognized as portraying an initiation into the 
Dionysian Mysteries, but it is unclear whether the figures should be interpreted as a 
sequence of events, left clockwise around the room from the entrance, with the boy 
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reading from the scroll as the first event in the scenario, or as a simultaneous occurrence 
peopling the chamber with apparitions manifested across the interdimensional barrier. 
Dei Sponsa 
There is no doubt, however, what is being illustrated. The motifs of the 
iconography correspond to scenes on Greek vases and Etruscan mirrors typical for the 
depiction of a marriage (Grummond 2002), in this case as a bride of a spiritual lover (Dei 
sponsa) in the persona of the god Dionysus. All the bacchants were nymphs or ‘brides’ 
of the deity. This is clearly the scenario for the events depicted (Veyne 1998). The 
spiritual marriage of the wife of a man of high political standing to the deity Dionysus 
was traceable back to the marriage of the Athenian Basilinna, the official title of the 
‘Queen’ who was wife of the archon basileus (‘governor king,’ the survival in the fifth-
century democratic city from the original hereditary office of the male ruler as priest 
warrior king), as a secret rite performed on the second day of the February three-day 
Anthesteria Festival (Hernshaw 1999), as the enactment of the Lesser Eleusinian 
Mystery (Ruck 2017-a). In a special very antique temple called the ‘bull-stall,’ the titular 
‘Queen,’ attended by an elite sisterhood of aged priestesses, engaged with her spiritual 
lover in a ritual of shamanism commemorating ancient traditions of matriarchal 
dominance, supplanted by the historical transition to patriarchy. Contemporary fifth-
century vase paintings show her, with door ajar, awaiting the arrival of her drunken 
lover. This rite was not unique to the Athenian festival calendar, but was celebrated 
throughout the Greek lands. 
The ritual of marriage and the eschatology of the funeral employ the same 
symbolism (Kerenyi 1970), as on the bronze volute krater, nearly a meter high, from a 
grave at Macedonian Derveni (last third of the fourth century BCE, Archaeological 
Museum of Thessaloniki), depicting in relief the nude god, one arm raised above his 
head in the gesture of divine epiphany, his leg slung provocatively into the lap of his 
bride Ariadne. The other side of the vessel depicts a foursome of maenads: of the two 
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central females, one, her clothing tossed off, collapses into the arms of another, her arm 
thrown back in the conventional iconographic gesture indicative of her altered state of 
consciousness. The two bacchants flanking the central two are dancing in an obvious 
state of extreme ecstasy, apparently all four participating in a dancing procession, with 
one of them suddenly overwhelmed and transported to the union with her divine lover. 
The bronze of the krater is alloyed with a high content of tin, giving it the appearance of 
gold. The krater is inscribed in the Thessalian dialect of ancient Greek with the name of 
Astiouneios (Astion), son of Anaxagoras, an aristocrat from Larissa, and it contained the 
burnt remains of a man aged 35-50 years and of a younger woman, who are here 
reunited in death in a vessel customarily employed for mixing the wine for a drinking 
ceremony or symposium with water and various flavoring spices and fortifying herbal 
intoxicants (Ruck 1978). It is he, the deceased in the persona of the god, here depicted as 
a youthful athletic male, who has consummated the final union with his wife or 
mistress in the eschatological bacchanalian revel depicted on the vase, united in death. 
The female, in the persona of the beautiful Ariadne, pulls aside her head veil in the 
gesture symbolic of marriage. The interred aristocrat was perhaps a priest of Dionysus 
or an initiate into the deity’s Mysteries. [image 3] 
Bedroom Suite 
The Mystery room of the Pompeian villa is labeled a triclinum or dining room, 
but that is implausible. The villa was entered originally from the public street beyond 
the gate from the town through the part of the building that pertained to its operation 
as a farmstead, a two-story edifice housing the kitchen and the quarters for the slave 
and freedman staff and for the workshops for its operation as a farm and winery, 
through a broad paved entrance and vestibule suitable for farming carts and wagons, 
the so-called villa rustica, to distinguish it from the urbana, which was the opulent and 
sophisticated residence of its owner beyond in the villa’s further recesses. The villa is 
built upon a steeply slopping site, which was leveled by a terrace supported by an 
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underground gallery. Above this is the innermost part of the villa, elevated above 
ground level and farthest from the street entrance, ending in a spacious study (tablinum, 
‘office’) and a semicircular exedra or outdoor seating area, surrounded on three sides by 
a colonnaded porch, offering panoramic views of the shore, upon which it once abutted, 
and of the bay and the isle of Capri. An enclosed, raised private arboretum and garden 
area supported by an arched subterranean gallery (cryptoporticus) surrounds the porch. 
The front entrance from the public street still lies buried, and the visitor today enters 
from the side of the villa directly into the urbana from what would have been the 
arboretum. 
Off the study is the master bedroom or cubiculum. A very narrow door from the 
back seaward corner of the bedroom affords access to the chamber decorated with the 
Mystery frescoes, open on two sides with very broad windows with low sills, one 
looking onto a colonnaded portico open to the arboretum and the other, facing seaward, 
onto a windowed antechamber off the bedroom. Although decidedly private, the broad 
windows give the chamber a very pleasing atmosphere, neither gloomy nor 
claustrophobic. The sill of the seaward window onto the antechamber has been 
removed to allow better access for viewing the frescoes. Visitors are denied entrance 
beyond this threshold opened for viewing, making the frescoes on the interior wall of 
the seaward side of the chamber mostly inaccessible. [image 4] 
The frescoes are an adjunct of the bedroom, intended for the private enjoyment 
of the owner and his spouse and probably suitably suggestive for the sanctity of the 
marital eroticism of the adjacent bedchamber. The bacchanalian theme might be 
compared to the similar intention of the private ‘little study’ or studiolo that the 
Renaissance Duke Alfonso d’Este decorated at Ferrara with Bacchic themes, including 
Titian’s Bacchanal of the Andrians (1518-1524, Prado Museum), as the antechamber for the 
bedroom he shared with his second wife Lucretia Borgia, the daughter of Pope 
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Alexander VI. Titian’s Bacchanal, pursuit to his patron’s agenda, encodes a secret 
identifying the deity’s intoxicating urine as an alchemical elixir (Ruck et al. 2007). 
The Pompeian frescoes were executed in the mid first century BCE and are a 
copy, like so much Pompeian art, of an earlier Greek-Hellenistic original of the second 
or third century BCE. They were an antique at the time of their reproduction in the 
frescoes of the villa. Although they portray an initiation, they are in the manner of a 
work of art and do not imply that such a ceremony ever was enacted in the chamber. 
The Villa of the Mysteries is not unique and Dionysian initiations were apparently a 
popular theme; the frescoes discovered in excavations in the grounds of the Villa 
Farnesina on the banks of the Tiber included a chamber of the Mysteries (Museo 
Nazionale, Palazzo Massimo alle Terme, Rome). The Pompeii villa operated as a winery 
and Dionysian motifs are frequent in its ornamentation, as well as Egyptian motifs and 
Mysteries. Whoever originally commissioned the frescoes, however, would no doubt 
have understood the symbolism of the ritual depicted.  
The villa was damaged in the earthquake of 62 CE. At the time of the volcano’s 
eruption in 79 CE, the urbana residence area was uninhabited and undergoing 
renovation, perhaps for a new owner. The farmstead portion was apparently occupied 
at that time by the freedman, Lucius Istacidius Zosimus and his staff, probably 
overseeing the rebuilding and remodeling of the estate. He was a member of an 
influential family settled in Pompeii; their tomb is located close to the city’s gate. The 
name Zozimus was not common in antiquity and probably indicates Near Eastern 
Judeo-Hellenistic or Egyptian ethnicity. The Istacidii family was an influential group of 
former slaves of Augustus settled in Pompeii. They were prominent in the cult of the 
Roman deity Januarius, the deity of gateways, with its initiatory significance. 
A statue of the Empress Livia (died 29 CE, aged 86/87), wife of Augustus, found 
in the villa suggests that she may have been a previous owner of the villa, which was 
several centuries old at the time of the eruption and had been frequently remodeled and 
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altered during the long history of its existence. In addition to the house in Rome on the 
Palatine, Livia had a suburban villa north of Rome at Prima Porta along the via 
Flaminia, probably as part of her dowry, where the Emperor died in 14 CE. 
Thiasos 
The regally enthroned female supporting the collapsed deity in the Pompeian 
fresco represents the goal of the initiate, probably in the persona of his wife Ariadne, 
the ‘holy lady,’ interchangeable with Persephone as Queen in the netherworld. The 
fresco depicts the induction of a new candidate into a thiasos or revel troupe of 
bacchants as a sexually initiated bride of the deity. 
It is probably its head priestess who is portrayed as the stately imperious 
matronly female, confidently walking forward, piously wearing a headscarf and with 
the back of her right hand resting on her hip. Her covered head indicates that she is 
attending a religious rite, expressing her piety and the scarf is ultimately symbolic of 
the soul covered by the body. The headscarf protects her from the sexual lusting of the 
spirits (Paul, 1 Corinthians, 11.10). She is encountered immediately to the left upon 
entering just beyond the narrow doorway from the bedroom at the seaward corner of 
the chamber. The frescoes occupy the walls, from this entrance clockwise around the 
room interrupted by the two broad windows. 
The priestess may be the prototypical initiate, assertively about to pull aside her 
headscarf, making her vulnerable to the seduction of the spirits, and she appears again 
recognizably with the same facial characteristics, beyond the nude boy reading from the 
scroll beside the dour or serious faced seated female, although all the women may be 
merely generic, with similar features. By passing beyond the boy and the seated female, 
she apparently has entered the realm of the mythical personae that people the chamber 
She wears now a wreath of laurel leaves, associated with Apollo and prophecy, 
and carries a branch of a flowering Compositae or daisy held in the hand that bears a tray 
of seed-encrusted breads. Daisies are also called asters; Asteraceae is interchangeable 
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with Compositae in botanical nomenclature. The aster or ‘star-plant’ suggests the 
catasterism or placement among the stars that awaits the Ariadne who is wedded to 
Dionysus. She achieved transcendence as the Corona Borealis, the Northern Crown, 
also called Ariadne’s Crown. The woman in the fresco is the cake-bearer. The stacked 
breads on the tray are the wedding cakes for the traditional confarratio, the breaking of 
bread over the marriage couple that sealed the matrimonial union, with the bride and 
groom placing crumbs of the cake in each other’s mouths, pledging to be forever with 
the other, wherever that might be, and sharing the cakes with the guests. The cakes 
were compounded of spelt (Latin ardor, Triticum spelta, Triticum monococcum, German 
Einkorn), considered the most primitive and primordial of the edible grains (Watkins 
1979), called by the Greeks ‘goat-grass’ (Aegilops tauchi), and a mixture of various seeds, 
such as pomegranate, sesame, and sunflower. The shower of seeded cake-crumbles 
assured the fecundity of the marital union, surviving as a ritual today in the throwing of 
rice (or other grains) or confetti (from the Latin confectum, cognate with ‘confection’ as 
sweet cakes). The Roman wedding cakes could also be analogous Dionysian symbolism 
of primordial primitivism, with the addition of ground laurel leaves and must 
(mustaceum). Must is the skins, seeds, and stems from the grapes pressed to extract their 
juice for fermentation into wine. [image 5] 
Both the laurel and the aster flower identify the mythical persona of the cake-
bearer or its recipient as a bride of Apollo. Laurel (psychoactive oleander, Rhododendron 
ponticum) was the maiden Daphne, who metamorphosed into the plant to escape the 
amorous pursuit of Apollo (Ovid, Metamorphoses, 1.452 et seq.). The deity’s oracular 
priestess, as the bride of the god, accessed her ecstatic state of clairvoyance by chewing 
upon the leaves of the plant (Lycophron, Alexandra, 1 et seq.). The gigantic aster-daisy 
helianthus or sunflower metamorphosed from another of the deity’s unconsummated 
sexual liaisons. The maiden Clytie (‘Famous’) was the solar deity’s former and rejected 
favorite, and she so pinned for her negligent lover that she metamorphosed into the 
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sunflower, turning as the heliotrope to follow his daily transit across the skies (Ovid, 
Metamorphoses, 204, 234-256). Apollo rejected Clytie in favor of her sister Leucothea the 
‘White Goddess’ (named for the white seafoam), who by this tradition is the daughter of 
Orchamus rather than of Cadmus. As a daughter of Cadmus, her former name was Ino, 
a sister of Semele and she served as wet nurse for the infant Dionysus (the other 
potential meaning of her name as the ‘milk Goddess’). The heliotrope (Boraginacinae, 
borage) has a purple-red flower like the violet, but the etiology of its orientation to the 
sun’s passage passed on to the botanical family of the Compositae/Asteraceae, hence the 
blossom held in the hand of the maiden, aligned horizontally along the base of the 
platter, identifying the seeds depicted encrusting the wedding breads on the tray. 
The unfortunate love affairs of Apollo contrast with the consummated union of 
Dionysus collapsed into the embrace of his wife at the far back wall of the chamber, 
and the motif pertains to the traditional reciprocal antithetical relation of Apollonian 
and Dionysian modes of ecstatic experience. Thus, the heliotrope Clytie was once the 
beloved of Apollo, before she was disdained and rejected as the deity transmuted to his 
solar manifestation as interchangeable with the deity Helios (Ruck 2018). This probably 
contributed to the supplanting of the violet heliotrope by the sunflower. 
The boy in the fresco reading from the scroll is proclaiming the terms of the 
mystical marriage contract, probably with the name of the initiate, and the serious 
female seated beside him, perhaps as the goddess Themis, holds the ratified contract 
closed in her hand. Demosthenes describes Aeschines playing this role as a pubescent 
boy helping his mother initiate her thiasos of bacchants in the cult of the Thracian deity 
Sabazios (Demosthenes, De corona, 18. 260): 
You read from the books for your mother’s initiations and prepared the 
paraphernalia, dressing in a fawn-skin at night, mixing the krater for the drink, 
and purifying the initiates….  No one so young ever ululated so well…leading 
the revel band through the streets in broad daylight… milking the serpents for 
their venom…. Judge for yourself [gentlemen of the jury]; you’ve heard the 
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stentorian tones of the orator here in court—imagine the magnificence of his 
ululations! 
The young Aeschines was the one who mixed the potion for the ceremony. 
Lecanomancy 
To the left of Dionysus and his bride, sharing the back wall of the chamber of the 
Mysteries in the Pompeian villa, is depicted a scene of lecanomancy, which is a method 
of divination, like scrying with a crystal ball, in this case, the interpretation of reflected 
images mirrored upon a liquid surface in a basin-like vessel or lekane (Delatte 1932). The 
three male figures portrayed are silens, creatures like satyrs, humanoids with the 
characteristics of a goat and a horse, differing from centaurs in having the lower body of 
a human instead of an equine, and differing from the satyrs in not being characterized 
as ithyphallic. The young silens were considered the children of their leader, a much 
older ‘Father Silenus’ or Papposilenus. They were addicted to drunkenness, and Father 
Silenus when drunken had the power of prophecy. Socrates was said to resemble 
Silenus (Plato, Symposium, 2166d-217a). [image 6] 
Silenus ivy-crowned, looks away, as he holds the basin. A young silen stoops to 
gaze within, while another, standing behind him, holds a theatrical grotesque mask of 
an open-mouthed Silenus. It is the image of this mask that would be reflected in the 
basin. The silen with the theatrical mask recalls the nude boy with the theatrical boots 
reading from the scroll, suggesting that the silens represent the persona of the boy in 
the mythological dimension. The talking, prophetic head is a motif, traceable back to the 
myth of Orpheus and his dismemberment by the bacchants (Ruck 2017-b), and it is 
apparently what the grotesque mask is saying that is read as the prophecy reflected in 
the basin of liquid. The hair on the head of the Silenus holding the basin bristles, which 
is an iconographic symbol indicating divine revelation. The scene in the Villa of the 
Mysteries is paralleled in a fresco in the ‘Homeric House’ within the town of Pompeii, 
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the House of the Cryptoporticus, depicting Silenus and satyrs. It was the custom at a 
wedding to read the omens for the future of the bride and groom. 
The scandalous Empress Messalina, the third wife of Claudius, staged a full 
bacchanalian revel when she bigamously married her lover, the consul-designate Gaius 
Silius in 48 CE, plotting to assassinate her husband, who was absent, inspecting the new 
harbor constructed at Ostia (Tacitus, Annals, 11.31). 
Messalina had never given voluptuousness a freer rein. Autumn was at the full, 
and she was celebrating a mimic vintage throughout the grounds of the house. 
Wine presses were being trodden, vats flowed, while beside them, pelt-girted 
women were bounding about like bacchants excited by sacrifice or delirium. She 
herself was there with disheveled hair and waving the thyrsus—at her side, 
Silius with an ivy crown, wearing Thracian high boots and tossing his head, 
while round him rose the din of a wanton chorus. 
The veracity of the account may be doubted since Messalina, like the Empress Livia, 
was much reviled by her enemies. Tacitus admits that he is merely transmitting hearsay 
accounts. The description of the traditional elements of the bacchanalia is the authentic 
piece of evidence. 
The Wind of Revelation 
The Silenus in the Pompeian villa, who directs his eyes away from the reflecting 
basin that he is holding, directs his gaze to the scene depicted on the wall to his right. 
The episode bridges the left far corner of the room. Here on the perpendicular wall 
another aged Silenus, his genital exposed, one foot upraised, his left foot, resting it upon 
the base of a pedestal supporting his Apollonian ten-string lyre, is singing, proclaiming 
the prophecy glimpsed in the basin. A woman to his right, with an intense expression of 
startled surprise or shock, slightly raises her right hand, her left arm flung high behind 
her. Her cloak billows about her as if blown by an intense wind. The arm flung back is 
the iconographic gesture of revelation and the force of the wind represents the inspired 
message of the prophetic message proclaimed by the singing Silenus with the lyre, 
corresponding to the same metaphor depicted in the bristling hair of the Silenus who 
holds the oracular basin reflecting the image of the grotesque theatrical mask or talking 
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head. The figure of Revelation looks not at the singing Silenus, but at the grotesque 
mask held above the lecanomancy basin, as if the prophecy of the singing lyre-playing 
Silenus were issuing from the open mouth of the grotesque theatrical mask. [image 7] 
Between the singing Silenus and the personification of the wind of revelation are 
two mythical figures characterized by their tall pointed ears. They are probably fawn-
hybrid creatures, common among the entourage of Dionysus in the bacchanalian revel. 
The male is, the Roman equivalent of Pan, here playing the syrinx or panpipes. He is 
observing his female counterpoint Fauna beside him, his wife, daughter, or sister, as she 
suckles a fawn; another fawn stands in front of her. The fawn-like Faunus and Fauna 
were prophetic, their name etymologically derived from the verb ‘to speak’ (fari), 
because they could sing the fates (fata, the ‘things said’). Alternatively, their name was 
derived from favere, ‘to favor,’ because they nurtured all that is useful for living 
creatures. Their depiction beside the singing Silenus with the lyre indicates that the 
augury for the marriage being celebrated was favorable. The lyre of Apollo was 
contrasted with the panpipes, the former signifying harmonious enchantment, and the 
latter the maddening sound that induced ecstatic Dionysian rapture. 
Cupid and Psyche 
Diagonally across from the far-left corner where the episode of the reflecting 
basin of lecanomancy is depicted, the corner between the two broad windows on the 
perpendicular walls depicts another episode with a mirror. The scene is the adornment 
of the bride, as the generic personification of Matrimony in the persona of the Etruscan 
deity Malevisch, an attendant of Turan, the Etruscan analogue of Aphrodite or Venus 
(Grummond 2002). As on analogous Etruscan mirrors, a servant arranges the coiffure of 
her mistress. She is combing it, separating the hairs preparatory for braiding it for the 
wedding ceremony. The episode again bridges the corner walls of the room, with Cupid 
on the perpendicular seaward wall, watching the scene, leaning contemplatively upon 
his unstrung bow. At the other side of this seaward wall, after the broad window, at the 
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corner of the entrance doorway, a stately female, seated on a chair, similarly seems to be 
meditatively looking across observing the episode of the bride’s adornment. She may be 
the bride’s mother, but since this is an episode of spiritual engagement with the deity, 
she would be performing that role in the persona of the initiate’s sponsor, probably the 
presiding priestess, depicted just to her right on the wall perpendicular, after the 
narrow doorway into the chamber. As such, she would have already been initiated as a 
bride of the deity, and she wears her wedding ring on her third finger. This was also a 
customary finger for the ring. It was thought that the third finger had a vein that 
connected directly to the heart, the vena amoris or ‘vein of love.’ 
In front of the bride, another cupid-like winged figure, a girl with arm and leg 
bracelets holds up a mirror reflecting the face of the female being adorned. The bride 
peers out toward the viewer both directly and from her image reflected in the mirror. 
The servant arranging the coiffure incongruously looks not at her mistress, but intently 
at the image reflected in the mirror, repeating the motif depicted in the episode of 
lecanomancy across the room. [image 8] 
The girl wears arm and leg bracelets and has the wings, not of a male cupid, but 
the wings of a butterfly, a fairy creature. She is identifiable as Cupid’s bride Psyche, the 
personification of the life-breath or the animating soul. Both Cupid and Psyche stand 
with legs crossed, in the traditional symbolism signifying the entrapment of the divine 
spirit caught in the physicality of the Incarnation. This pose of crossed legs is 
characteristic both of the Dioskouroi, the twin sons of Zeus, and of the two torch-
bearers who attend the Zoroastrian Mithras (Ruck, Hoffman and González Celdrán 
2011). The tale of the love of Eros or Cupid and Psyche is narrated in the second-century 
CE Roman novel of Apuleius, the Metamorphoses, commonly called the Golden Ass. As 
told by Apuleius, it is embedded in the novel as a tale overheard by the hero Lucius, 
who has been metamorphosed into an ass, as a preliminary to his final return to human 
form at a Mystery celebration of the Egyptian goddess Isis. The tale is told by an old 
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woman to the newlywed Charite (’Charity’) to calm her fears, kidnapped by bandits 
and held captive in a cave, her husband treacherously murdered. She eventually exacts 
vengeance for her husband’s murder and then takes her own life, suicide as an act of 
self-sacrifice to join her dead husband. Liberation from the Platonic cave of delusional 
false appearances masquerading as reality is the common scenario enacted in the 
initiation scenario of the ancient Mystery religions.  
The tale of Eros and Psyche was depicted in Greek art as early as the fourth 
century BCE. It heralds a new version of Aphrodite-Venus, evolving from the pure 
physicality of sexual release to the experience of love between a marital couple and the 
birth of their daughter, Hedone or Voluptas, the personification of the couple’s physical 
hedonistic or voluptuous enjoyment of their union (Ruck 2017-c). Thus, Aphrodite 
joined with Persephone as the patroness of matrimony. Hera/Juno is otherwise the 
traditional patroness of matrimony, despite her less than perfect marriage with her 
notoriously philandering husband Zeus, even lending her name to the marriage month 
of June. In Virgil’s Aeneid, Hera temporarily relaxes her hatred of Aeneas and 
establishes peace with the hero’s mother Aphrodite for his marriage to Dido, whom he 
subsequently abandons, reigniting Juno’s hatred, abated only with the final 
reconciliation that leads to the founding of Rome. Philosophically, the tale of 
Eros/Cupid and Psyche asks the question why the purity of the spiritual soul would 
acquiesce in the physicality of matter, to which the answer is simply that they love each 
other, for which reason they both become eternal and divine. The beauty of Psyche 
surpasses the beauty of Aphrodite-Venus, because to the eternal divine form of the old 
goddess is added the fragility of mortality, just as the perfection of an artificial flower 
can never match the beauty of one that fades and dies. 
The mirror held in the hands of Psyche has its traditional symbolism, signifying 
both the capture of the enigmatic soul and as a challenge to pass beyond its reflected 
image, which represents the complete antithetical opposite of the original that it seems 
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to reflect, a gateway and invitation to enter beyond the inter-dimensional frontier to the 
realm of true reality. Mirrors were common offerings in Etruscan entombments, 
traceable back to similar grave offerings in Mycenaean graves. Their placement in a 
tomb obviously serves no purpose of toiletry. 
The Sting of Estrus 
Diagonally across the chamber from the entrance corner, the far back right corner 
beside Dionysus collapsed into the embrace of his wife depicts an episode of sexual 
arousal. On the back wall, a sturdy, partially nude female with broad wings wields a 
rod as a whip or prod directed toward a woman across the corner on the perpendicular 
arboretum-side wall. The victim exposes her back and side, as she kneels, her head 
huddling in the lap of a comforting seated female, who directs her gaze across the 
corner directly at the flagellator, probably approving what she is doing, despite the 
comfort that she affords the victim. This bizarre scene of the flagellated woman is 
probably the most famous of the frescoes and the reason that draws visitors today to the 
Villa.                                 
This woman with the whip is not a creature of ordinary reality since she is 
winged. Beside her to the left, next to Dionysus and his bride, a partially nude female, 
wearing a hair snood, kneels beside a winnowing basket (Greek liknon, Latin vannus 
mystica), her left hand on top of something pillar-shaped, rising perpendicular from the 
basket and draped with a purple cloth, which she seems about to pull aside with her 
other hand. The pillar recalls the scene across the room of the prophetically singing 
Silenus with the lyre. Behind her, another woman, partially lost in the damaged area 
that also would have contained the face of Dionysus’ bride, holds a salver with the 
wedding ring. The draped pillar is probably a phallus, as is frequently announced by 
the guides. Dionysus bore the epithet of Liknites, and the basket metaphorically could 
be used as a cradle in the bacchanalian revel of the root-cutters in which the newly 
plucked infant deity supposedly rested, or it might contain a mask, or a phallus, as 
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depicted enigmatically in art, obviously only symbols for the deity himself. The phallus 
is obviously the version of the motif here depicted (cf. uncovering of the phallus, 
terracotta relief from a Roman building, Louvre, Kerenyi 1970, image 72). 
. These were thongs cut from the skins of sacrificed goats and dogs. Naked or 
nearly naked young men, known as the Luperci or ‘brotherhood of the wolf,’ ran about 
the Lupercal Wolf Cave at the base of the Palatine Hill, where the mythical founders of 
Rome, Romulus and Remus, supposedly were nursed by a she-wolf, and the youths 
wielded the februa as whips, striking women, who voluntarily placed themselves in 
their path, since the flagellation was supposedly both a purification and a guaranty of 
fecundity. The rite was supposed an importation by the deified Arcadian culture-
founder Evander of the Greek Lykaion ‘Wolf’ pastoral festival of Zeus and the goat-
deity Pan celebrated in the highlands of the central Peloponnesus. Juno with the epithet 
Februata, Februa, Februtis, or Februalis is linked with the Lupercalia by the second-
century CE Roman grammarian Sextus Pompeius Festus, who wrote a treatise on the 
‘Significance of Words,’ citing Ovid’s Fasti as his source, although the reference does not 
occur in the text that has come down to us. Her association with the festival would 
probably have been her role in child-birthing, with the epithet Lucina, named for the 
‘light’ of the lunar cycle associated with menstruation. In the eighteenth century, Alban 
Butler in his Lives of the Saints cited this notion of Juno Februalis as the reason for the 
placement of Saint Valentine’s Day in mid-February. [image 9] 
The enigmatic flagellator in the villa fresco has been variously identified, but she 
is probably the personification of the bacchanalian madness as the she-wolf Lyssa, 
ecstatic possession interpreted metaphorically as rabidity, interchangeable with the 
Fury or Erinys Alecto. This is the obvious lupine implication of flagellation in its 
Roman context. Her whip is the bouplex (the ‘cow-prod’), whose lash arouses the flock 
into sexual estrus and drives the bacchants as a pack of hounds or wolves-foxes, with 
Lyssa as their leader, into the frenzy of their erotic encounter with the deity and his 
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troupe of ithyphallic satyrs and other manifestations of the creatures from the 
wilderness before the civilizing art of viticulture (Ruck 2017-b). Lyssa works as an agent 
of Hera or of the Fury Alecto and the Medusa in maddening the Latin Queen Amata in 
the Aeneid (Vergil Aeneid, 7. 346-351).  
The goddess flung a single serpent from her Stygian [blue-purple] hair at her, 
and in her breast, it applied itself to her very heart, by which monster driven to 
madness she would disrupt her entire house. It slipped beneath her robe 
between her breasts and coiled, unfelt, undetected, inspiring her frenzied 
viperous soul. 
The ‘Wolf-Worker’ Lycurgus wielded the cow-prod in his battle with the Thracian 
bacchants (Homer, Iliad, 2. 129 et seq.). The chorus of maenads in Euripides’ Bacchae 
sings (Euripides, Bacchae, 977 et seq.; 116 et seq.): 
Go swift-racing hounds of Lyssa, go to the mountain, where the daughters of 
Cadmus have their thiasos, sting him with the estrus prod of sexual arousal, the 
wolf-rabid crossdressing spy [Pentheus] upon the bacchants. 
Bromios [deified personification of thundering raging noise] is whoever leads the 
thiasos—to the mountain, to the mountain, where the throng of females is 
waiting, deserting their looms and shuttlecocks, stung by Dionysus with the 
estrus madness. 
Aeschylus employed the same motif in his lost Wool-carders tragedy, bringing Lyssa in 
person on the stage to sting the women away from their weaving with the estrus 
madness, deserting their husbands for sex with the deity (Aeschylus, frag. 85; Dodds 
1944). The repeated motif of the women at their weaving involves the sexual 
connotations of the threads of the loom, separated by the comb (kteis) for the back and 
forth penetration of the shuttlecock. The ‘comb’ is the genitals of the female as a sacred 
emblem, corresponding to the male phallus. ‘Weave’ (plektein) and ‘weave together’ 
(symplektein) are terms for sexual intercourse, often with obscene connotations, like 
Aristophanes’ ‘woman who has been woven by more than three thousand men’ 
(Aristophanes, Plutus, 1082). Thus, the ‘woven basket’ (kusthos) was perhaps the most 
common obscene metaphor for the vulva. 
The prototypic mythological paradigm of the sting of the maddening estrus 
arousal is the tale of Zeus’s love affair with the maiden Io, who metamorphosed into a 
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cow in heat, prodded with the bite of her former herdsman Argos, metamorphosed into 
a cow-fly (Tabanus bovinus, giant horsefly), which was called oistros in Greek, cognate 
with estrus. In the Prometheus tragedy, attributed to Aeschylus, Io described her 
torment, troubled by sexual dreams, as she started to grow horns, anointed with the 
madness of the sharp-mouthed cow-fly, driven ‘estrus-smitten’ by the ‘divine whip’ 
(mastix theia) into uncontrollable dancing (Aeschylus, Prometheus, 674-682; Ruck 2017-b). 
The whip has the same metaphoric role as the sting of the estrus, driving the herd into 
sexual arousal. 
Thus, the flagellated woman in the villa’s fresco appears again beside her, now 
as a nude dancer, clashing cymbals, her fragment of clothing billowing with the wind of 
divine possession, while a bacchant in front of her presents her with the ivy-topped 
staff of a thyrsus for the Dionysian orgy. [image 10] 
Mushroom Lycanthropy 
The rabidity of the ecstatic bacchants led by the she-wolf Lyssa had an analogue 
in rituals of warrior brotherhoods, such as the Nordic berserkers, who materialized on 
the battlefield as bears or wolves. Since the eighteenth century, it has been suspected 
that the warrior fury of the berserkers was fueled by the ingestion of the fly-agaric 
mushroom (Amanita muscaria) (Wasson and Wasson 1957), which induces exceptional 
physical stamina (Keewaydinquay, 1984). The motif of berserker lycanthropy or 
metamorphosis into a bear probably derives from the observation of the effect upon 
these animals ingesting the mushrooms. These rites known from the Nordic epic 
tradition that was transcribed to writing only in the thirteenth century, existed much 
earlier throughout Europe and Asia. The cult is documented for the ancient 
Achaemenid Persians (Ruck 2016, 2019), and was known to the Greek Homeric tradition 
among the Thracians (Homer, Iliad, 10) and in fifth-century Athens (Euripides, Rhesus; 
Ruck et al. 2007). Among the Thracian Dacians or ‘Wolf-people’ at the time of the 
Emperor Trajan, it specifically is cited as involving a mushroom cult, a mushroom like 
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certain Amanitas, whose scabby cap suggests the appearance of strange writing (Dio 
Cassius, Roman History, epitome of book 68.8.1; Ruck 2017-a). 
The involvement of a mushroom in bacchant rituals is responsible for the stipe or 
stem of the mushroom to be called a thyrsus in common Roman culinary nomenclature 
(Apicius, De re culinaria, first-century CE Latin cookbook, 7.15.6). The stem is viewed 
metaphorically as the receptacle for the toxic gathered plants of the bacchanalian rite, 
suggesting that the mushroom is the Amanita muscaria or related species since the 
psychoactive agent is confined in these mushrooms to the rind of the cap, like the toxic 
ivy, bryony, or smilax stuffed into the stalk of the narthex ‘drug container.’ Like these 
primitive versions of the grapevine, the wild mushroom is the primordial 
uncultivatable fungus that yields to its civilizing antithesis as the fungal yeasts 
controlled in the art of viticulture and the fermentation of the wine and the leavening of 
bread. The relationships of the mushroom and the yeast was recognized in antiquity 
since the mushroom was called a ‘fermentation’ (zumoma) of the earth (Nicander, 
Alexipharmaca, 521, cf. 525 with scholia), and a leavened loaf was called ‘fermented 
bread’ (zumites artos). 
Thyrsus is cognate with ‘torso. As with the designation of the mushroom’s stipe 
as a thyrsus, torso implies that the mushroom is anthropomorphized as a limbless little 
creature, whose central body is the stipe. Such a tiny creature as a warrior with its 
shield held aloft above its head appears in Lucian’s description of the fantastic tribe of 
Kaulomycetes (‘Cover-mushrooms’), a race of fungal soldiers so tiny that they use their 
ithyphallic member as a sword of asparagus (Lucian, True History, 1.16). 
Bovine Zoomorphism 
The mushroom in English is named as an onomatopoetic bovine or taurine 
zoomorphism for its mooing or bellowing, a ‘moo-shroom,’ introduced into English as 
early as the sixteenth century, from Late Latin mussarion, traceable back to Latin muss-
are and ancient Greek mua-ein for the mooing sound. In ancient Greek tradition, the 
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mushrooms mooed or bellowed as they fruited from the earth (fifth-century BCE 
tragedian Aristias, frag. 6): 
The stony ground bellows/swells/roars with mushrooms. 
This fungal zoomorphism in responsible for the maiden Io’s bovine metamorphism into 
a cow driven by the estrus sting of her herdsman Argus, metamorphosed into a cow-fly, 
and lashed with the maddening whip of sexual rabidity for her divine lover Zeus.  
Winnowing Basket 
Neither an infant nor a phallus is an appropriate item to be cradled in a 
winnowing basket, except as a metaphor. Classical antiquity had proper cradles of more 
suitable design. Nor does a phallus belong in a cradle, except as a receptive piece of 
basketry like the kusthos as metaphoric for the vulva. The winnowing basket belongs to 
a sacred ritual that involves both the grain of Demeter and the wine of Dionysus. 
The harvested grain must first be threshed to loosen the edible kernels from the 
husks (external covering) and straw (stems). Threshing does not remove the bran, 
which is the outer skin of the edible kernels. Threshing was accomplished in antiquity 
by beating the harvested grain crop with a flail, two long sticks attached by a short 
chain, one stick held by the thresher who beat the pile of grain with the attached stick or 
swipple on a threshing floor, usually a paved circular area outdoors. Alternative 
methods might involve trampling or dancing upon the pile or driving animals over it. 
The threshing floor was sacred and symbolic of the relationship of the bride and 
bridegroom, sometimes also the place for grinding the grain, with two flat stones fitted 
together at its center, a male and a female. 
And she went down unto the threshing floor and did all that her mother-in-law 
bade her. And when Boaz had eaten and drunk and was merry, he went to lie 
down at the end of the heap of grain: and she came softly, and uncovered his 
feet, and laid her down …. [Boaz declines to make love to her] And she lay at his 
feet until morning and she rose before they could know one another. And he 
said, ‘Let it not be known that a woman came unto the threshing floor’ (Ruth, 3.6-
14). 
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The threshing floor and the vineyard are linked in the Homeric tradition. The aged 
Laërtes in the Odyssey sleeps outside in the summers on the ‘threshing floor of the 
vineyard’ awaiting the return home of his son (Homer, Odyssey, 11.193). Just as the 
grain must be winnowed from the husks and straw, the skins and stems of the 
harvested grapes must be separated from the juice. This was done by treading or 
dancing on the grapes in a wine trough containing a basketry mesh to filter the juice, 
which was drained off into the large pithos vessels for fermentation. 
Both the threshing floor and the grapes treaded in the vat were places for 
primordial dancing, with similar symbolism as extracting cultivated civilization from 
the wilderness of the natural world. As depicted in the Homeric tradition’s description 
of the annual inauguration of the plowing season, the plowman was rewarded with a 
cup or wine at the turning of each completed furrow, and inevitably would have been 
rendered quite drunk by the time the task was finished (Homer, Iliad, 18.544-546). The 
circular orchestra or dancing area of the Theater of Dionysus in Athens probably 
perpetuates this symbolism as the origin of dancing. 
After the edible grain kernels are released from the husks and straw (chaff), they 
are separated from the rest by tossing or shaking in the winnowing basket, allowing the 
heavier kernels to collect at the bottom and the jostled chaff to surface and scatter out 
over the lower lip. Alternatively, the kernels, husks, and straw can be tossed into the air 
with the winnowing fan (Greek ptuon, athereloigon, Latin vannus) or shovel, allowing the 
wind to carry the lighter husks and straw into a separate heap. 
The symbolism of the winnowing basket was the separation of the edible grain 
crop or the clusters of grapes from the inedible remainder, emblematic of the evolution 
of the art of agriculture, from primitivism to civilized culture. In the words of the 
evangelist Matthew, describing the threshing cleansing of the Lord (Matthew, 3.12): 
His winnowing fan is in his hand and he will cleanse His threshing floor and He 
will gather His grain into the silos. The chaff He will burn with unquenchable 
fire. 
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In terms of Dionysian ritual, the phallus and the fantasized infant deity would have the 
same significance as the plants gathered into the thyrsus-narthex as representing the 
incunabula (‘cradle’ or earliest stages or first traces) of the grapevine and viticulture. 
Consecration of the Potion 
Across the room from the winnowing basket episode, between the aster bearing 
female with the tray of wedding cakes and the prophetic singing Silenus playing the 
lyre, a priestess with two attendant females is seen performing a ceremony that 
probably depicts the preparation of the Eucharist for the Mystery initiation. She sits 
upon a rectangular draped stool on a dais, indicative of her importance, like the 
enthroned Ariadne, her back to the viewer and wearing a head snood tied behind and 
wreathed with myrtle, emblematic of marriage. The pose of the priestess with her back 
to the viewer is significant, since it hides what exactly she is doing. With her left hand, 
she is lifting a purple cloth off a basket tray that one of the attendants stoops to present 
to her. The contents of the basket are not clearly discernible. With her other hand, she 
holds a sprig of an herb above a broad bronze washbasin (niptron), supported on a 
table, while the other attendant on her right pours water from a pitcher over it. The 
basket to her left presumably contains several of these herbal sprigs. The Eleusinian 
potion combined water, barley, and fleabane. The sprig is not barley, but it might be the 
fleabane. The attendant with the pitcher has a scroll tucked in a fold of her dress, 
presumably the same one that the boy is reading and that the women beside him holds 
rolled up in her hand. The priestess has apparently removed the botanical item from the 
basket from which she has raised the purple drapery. All three women are looking 
intently at the pitcher, which is obviously the center of interest for this episode. The 
liquid is probably the sacred drink. The purple color of the cloth may encode the secret 
of the basket’s contents and the identity of the potion. [image 11] 
Implausibly, on the dais behind her are two clearly delineated brown 
mushrooms—implausible, since they are standing not in any natural habitat, but 
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displayed and given prominence by placement on the dais like a monstrance, while the 
priestess, with her back to the viewer, performs the unseen ritual in front of her. The 
mushrooms are apparently the bottom of the back legs of the stool upon which the 
priestess is sitting, perhaps suggesting that her stool, draped with a saffron cloth with a 
broad purple border, is a special seat associated metaphorically with the mushrooms 
and the two colors of its drapery. The bottom fringe of the cloth draped over the stool is 
carefully drawn up to reveal the mushroom-shaped feet of the back wooden legs of the 
stool. [image 12, 13, 14] 
As a sacred stool of the Mysteries, it recalls the ‘wood-work’ (pektos) stool upon 
which Demeter sat in the Homeric Hymn, when she was served the Mystery potion at 
Eleusis (Homeric, Hymn to Demeter, 196). It was called the ‘rock of sorrow’ the agelastos 
petra (Homeric Hymn to Demeter, 200; Apollodorus, Bibilitheke, 1.5.1), and it was spread 
with a radiant ram’s fleece (koas), the so-called ‘Fleece of Zeus.’ Polemon devoted a 
whole essay to it, unfortunately lost (Athenaeus, Deipnosopistae, 11.478d). The seat of the 
goddess’s grief was commemorated at Eleusis by a low natural rock outcrop along the 
final ascent within the Eleusinian sanctuary beyond the two gateways as the initiates on 
the Sacred Road approached the entrance to the great Telesterion Hall of Initiation for 
the Mystery revelation. As the second most famous fleece in Classical mythical 
tradition, it recalls the most famous, which was the Golden Fleece that was the object of 
Jason’s quest with the Argonauts, fetched from the garden of the witch and sorceress 
Medea. That Fleece was homonymous with the golden ‘apple’ (melon) in the garden of 
the Hesperides that Perseus harvested as the head of the Medusa, equated to an 
anthropomorphism of the mushroom. Unaccountably, that sacred Fleece of Zeus was 
tiny, a diminutive, a kodion, suggesting that it is a mushroom throne like a toadstool. A 
‘stone’ is a common metaphor for a mushroom, and such is its designation in Hebrew, 
allowing Christ’s pun upon the name of the disciple Peter, entrusted with the key to 
heaven, as the rock upon which He will found His church (Matthew, 16.18). The 
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Lovatelli Cinerary Urn depicts the hero Heracles sitting on a stone spread with a ram’s 
fleece, while the officiating priest pours a libation of water, holding a platter displaying 
three mushrooms (Museo Nazionale, Palazzo Massimo alle Terme, Rome). The bride 
across the room in the Villa of the Mysteries sits on a stool, its painted wooden legs 
fully exposed, the foot in the shape of doomed mushrooms, the legs ornamented with 
five segmented disks like a column of vertebrae, associated with the rising stages of 
transcendence.  [image 15] 
The Romans were fond of mushrooms, as were the Etruscans, whose urns for the 
burial of cremated remains resemble penis-mushrooms (6000 burials in the necropolis 
of Tarquinia, dating from the eighth to second century BCE). The large chamber tombs, 
including the Mausoleum of Augustus, are merely an expansion of the same design of a 
dome-roofed mushroom-shaped house. In the Aeneid, Virgil incorporated the Amanita 
muscaria in the arcane tradition of Rome’s founding at a site where Aeneas and his men 
were so driven by hunger that they were forced to eat their own tables (Ruck and 
Larner 2013). Mushrooms are not infrequently explicitly depicted on vases from South 
Italian tombs of the Greek colonies of Magna Graecia. A broad fourth-century BCE red-
figure platter from Apulia, intended for tomb offerings, depicts the myth of Persephone; 
its rim is ornamented with four mushroom-shaped knobs, clearly not handles, since the 
platter has two side handles (patera, Art Institute of Chicago; Ruck 2017-a). 
The purple cloth lifted from the basket containing the botanic specimen is 
obviously an act of enigmatic revelation. It is related to the purple border on the saffron 
cloth covering the priestess’s stool and the purple drapery that covers the genitals of the 
swooning Dionysus and to the purple that drapes the phallus rising from the 
winnowing basket. The latter two instances suggest that the botanic specimen should 
participate in the metaphor of the penis or phallus. ‘Mushroom’ was a common 
designation for the erect male member (Archilochus, frag. 67; Hesychius). The golden 
saffron ribbon dangling above the deity’s genitals matches the color of the cloth with 
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the purple border covering the mushroom stool of the priestess. The two colors suggest 
two related fungal manifestations associated with the psychoactive or toxic primordial 
antecedents to the cultivation of the grains and the grapevine, a golden mushroom like 
the fly-agaric that was civilized in the yeasts that fermented wine, and a purple 
mushroom that yielded to the yeasts that fermented leavened bread. The winnowing 
basket functioned similarly with both in symbolizing the separation of the edible from 
the inedible and bridging the evolutionary dichotomy of the wild versus the cultivated. 
The Lovatelli Urn shows Heracles being dusted with the chaff from the winnowing 
basket held above his head in a purifying ritual that identifies the pollution from which 
he is to be cleansed as the primordial antecedents to agriculture and viticulture. 
Robigalia 
The wolf-madness, depicted as the winged flagellator with the cow whip of 
sexual arousal, had a manifestation also in the fungus that infected the grain crop. This 
was the crimson-purple ergot Claviceps purpurea, the source of a powerful psychoactive, 
vision-inducing drug related to LSD (lysergic acid diethylamide), LSA (lysergic acid 
amide, extractable from ergot by partial hydrolysis) (Webster, Perrine and Ruck 2000). 
In European folkloric tradition, the metaphor of lycanthropy describes the madness that 
it accesses. The ‘Rye-mother’ was thought to pass like a wind of ecstatic possession 
rustling through the field of grain with her pack of rye wolves (Roggenwulf, Roggenhund) 
infecting the sheaves with ergot or ‘mad kernels’ (Tolkorn). Children seduced into the 
fields by the goblin creatures nurse on the rusted iron teats of the Rye-mother and are 
rendered maddened. Ergot is called ‘rust,’ a metaphor that occurs also in Greek as 
erysibe, an epithet of the grain goddess Demeter. Apollo had the epithet of Erysibios as 
the optimistically hoped-for protector against infestations of ergot, which he, as the 
‘wolf-god’ and primordial analogue of his brother Dionysus, inevitably caused. The 
metaphor of ‘rust’ implies the oxidation that destroys the iron implement, returning it 
to the red ore from which it was extracted by the art of metallurgy. The enlarged ergot-
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infected kernels are called ‘wolf-teeth’ (Wulfzahn). The Anglo-Saxon hero Beowulf is 
perhaps named as the ‘Barley-wolf,’ or as a keening upon the bear as the ‘Bee-wolf.’ 
The Roman festival of Robigalia, in honor of the male deity Rogibus or his 
female version Robiga or Robigo, all named for their ‘redness’ (ruber) sought to free the 
grain crop from the ‘vision-altering’ (Ovid, Fasti, 1,691; Plautus, Miles Gloriosus, 323) 
infestation of ergot by the sacrifice of red un-weaned puppies or sometimes bitches, the 
red dog substituting for its canine relatives, the red fox or wolf. The sexual connotation 
of the infestation linked the festival with male and female prostitutes, who were 
colloquially called ‘wolves.’ 
The mushroom cult of the Zoroastrian Persian warrior brotherhood was 
introduced into Rome as Mithraism in the first century BCE and became the dominant 
initiatory religion of the Emperors, the army, and the male bureaucrats who 
administered the Empire (Ruck, Hoffman and González Celdrán 2011). The central 
Mystery episode was the slaying of the Cosmic Bull, the tauroctony. Mithras is depicted 
kneeling upon the bull, legs crossed and standing on a single foot, ‘harvesting’ the bull 
with a pruning knife, not a sword, while the bull’s tail metamorphoses into a sheaf of 
barley, probably illustrating the linkage of the bovine zoomorphism of the wild fungus 
and its cultivated relative as the ergot parasitic on the grain crop (double-sided second-
third-century Mithraic altarpiece, found near Fiano Romano, near Rome, Louvre 
Museum, Paris). The victory was celebrated by the hero-deity with the Sun as a banquet 
upon a Eucharist of bread, identified as bits of the slaughtered bull. It is also identified 
in the iconography as ‘raven’s bread,’ a common folkloric designation of the Amanita 
muscaria. [image 15] 
The winnowing basket episode in the far-right corner of the initiation chamber in 
the Pompeian Villa of the Mysteries, across from the mushroom stool and the 
consecration of the potion, may indicate a similar relationship of the primordial fungus 
and its evolution into its relative as parasitic upon the grain. This may be the 
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significance of the purple cloth draping the basket of offerings, the genitals of the deity, 
and the phallus erected in the winnowing basket. Both wine and leavened bread, as the 
two fundamental foodstuffs of humankind, the liquid and the dry (Euripides, Bacchae, 
275-283), are products of the controlled growth of yeasts. 
Bona Dea 
A similar bacchanalian encounter with Dionysus as a spiritual lover occurred in 
the Roman cult of the euphemistically named Bona Dea, the ‘Good Goddess,’ to mask 
her chthonic persona. Her identity was known only to the women initiates, and men 
were barred from the ceremony, although late epigraphical evidence indicates that 
males were eventually admitted to the rites, although perhaps only as cross-dressing. 
She was a version of the earth goddess Demeter, of many names and ethnicities, 
probably in her chthonic manifestation as her daughter Persephone-Hecate, but usually 
identified as Fauna, the wife, sister, or daughter of Faunus. Faunus was sometimes 
equated with Lupercus, the original deity of the Lupercalia. Nonnus in the Dionysiaca 
made him as Phaunos a companion of Dionysus. 
Originally the rite was celebrated in an open area around a cave on the Avertine 
Hill, which was associated with Heracles’ encounter with the monster Cacus (Vergil, 
Aeneid, 8.184 et seq.), an episode of cow-thieving that involves the bovine zoomorphism 
of the mushroom (Ruck 2017-b). It was the etiology for the great altar erected there to 
Heracles and the establishment of the abattoir and cattle market of the Forum Boarium. 
This mythological precedent identified the Bona Dea as the Greek pharmaceutical 
sorceress Medea, and the cave-temple was her storehouse of herbal drugs, and Heracles 
was specifically the male excluded from the rites (Macrobius, Saturnalia, 1.12.26). The 
Bona Dea was depicted in statuary with a cornucopia and her pet serpent as the source 
of toxins, both medicinal and intoxicating, and her antiquity probably is traceable back 
at least to the mid second millennium of the Minoan snake-goddess/priestess. By the 
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Late Republic, the Avertine sanctuary had apparently fallen into disuse and the 
celebration occurred annually in the house of the ruling magistrate. 
The sexual implications of the Mystery ritual of the Bona Dea surfaced in the 
scandal in 62 BCE, when the handsome young prepubescent (still beardless) patrician 
Publius Clodius Pulcher intruded on the ritual, disguised as a woman and apparently 
intent upon pursuing, no doubt with her connivance, a sexual liaison with the hostess, 
Pompeia, the wife of Julius Caesar, in whose house, as the high priest or Pontifex 
Maximus, the ceremony was being held, co-hosted by Caesar’s mother (Plutarch, Caesar, 
9-10). The scandalous cross-dressing of Clodius, otherwise implausible, may not have 
been an anomalous occurrence, but suggests that males regularly could be expected to 
attend the ceremonies in such guise. Caesar subsequently divorced his wife, declaring 
that even if innocent, she should be above suspicion (Suetonius, Julius Caesar, 74.2). In 
the previous year, the rite had been performed in the house of Cicero as consul 
(Plutarch, Cicero, 29), although the supposed miracle that occurred may have been 
fabricated for the benefit of his opposition to the Cataline conspiracy. 
Although men could know nothing definite about the scenario of the Bona Dea, 
the first-century CE satirist Juvenal described the women as bacchants, stimulating their 
groins with a stiff flute so that their thighs ran down with toxin-infused vaginal juices 
(Juvenal, Satires, 6.314-319): 
The Mysteries of Bona Dea are famous: a time when devotees stimulate their 
groins with the stiff flute of panpipes. Plying satyr horns and wine with a 
singular purpose, these Priapic maenads roll their stunned heads and groan to 
the goddess. Such great desire for sex burns in their minds; their groaning is 
accompanied by explicit gyrations and produces a flood of undiluted sexual 
desire that flows down their medicated thighs—a torrent of fine old vintage wine 
pouring between their wet thighs. 
The satire, however exaggerated, would be meaningless unless it bore some 
relationship to the truth. The women stand accused of stimulating orgasm by 
masturbation with a dildo (Greek olisbos), identified as a satyr’s erection, medicated 
with a psychoactive unguent identified as a fine old wine. 
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The women drank heavily in the rite. The etiology of the rite was supposedly the 
attempt of Faunus to force himself upon a drunken Fauna. Hence, myrtle, as 
emblematic of marriage, was removed from the house in preparation for a rite of 
drunkenness that rejected the female’s subjection to masculine control. 
The rite was supposed to be an adoption of a celebration of the Greek 
Thesmophoria, imported from the Greek colonies of southern Italy, although the 
Thesmophoria had an entirely different symbolism as the ‘new fire’ ritual (Ruck 2017-
b). As practiced in fifth-century Athens, upon the extinguishing of the hearth fire, the 
women withdrew from their husbands, their homes and household duties to bivouac 
together with prostitutes in the open air outside the temple of Demeter on the Hill of 
the Pnyx, adjacent to the Acropolis, drinking heavily and conversing together with the 
professionally expertized females upon matters of sexual arousal and performance, 
preparatory to their return home, relighting the hearth with the newly restored and 
strengthened flame and returning to their husband’s beds with a burning passion. 
More probably, the Bona Dea should be compared to the Basilinna rite as a 
marriage of the wife of the officiating, but excluded and absent, ‘high priest’ (Pontifex 
Maximus) to the chthonic and pre-viticulture persona of the deity Dionysus. The 
Basilinna rite commemorated the abduction of Persephone. The very ancient temple in 
which it was conducted was called the ‘bull stall’ (boukoleion), which probably should be 
interpreted in the context of the mushroom’s bovine zoomorphism as a rite of 
shamanism accessed by the agency of a fungal psychoactive sacrament. 
Senatus Consultum de Bacchanalibus 
In the year 186 BCE, the Roman Senate passed a decree, the Senatus consultum de 
Bacchanalibus, prohibiting the performance of bacchanalian rites except when licensed 
through a very onerous bureaucratic procedure. The rites, it was claimed, were a secret 
conspiracy, aimed ultimately at undermining the integrity and manliness of the Roman 
Army through drunken sodomy. It is one of the earliest documents of the Latin 
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language, preserved on a bronze tablet, discovered at Tiriolo in southern Italy, now in 
the Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna. These rites had spread from the Greek colonies 
in southern Italy and had reached as far as the city of Rome. Although Livy’s account 
written a couple of hundred years after the event may have exaggerated prurient 
details, it must bear some relationship, despite rhetorical embellishment, to what 
happened (Livy, 39. 8-18). 
A low-born Greek went first into Etruria…an itinerant shaman…a high-priest of 
secret nocturnal Mysteries. At first these were divulged to only a few; but then 
they began to spread among both men and women, and the attractions of wine 
and feasting increased the number of his followers. When they were heated with 
wine and the nightly commingling of men and women, those of tender age with 
their seniors, had extinguished all sense of modesty, and debaucheries of every 
kind commenced. Each had pleasure at hand to satisfy the lust he was most 
prone to…. The cries of those being violated or murdered could not be heard 
owing to the noise of drums and cymbals…. 
As each person was brought in, he was handed over to the priests like a victim 
and taken to a place which resounded with yells and the jangling of cymbals and 
drums, so that no cry from those who were suffering could be heard…. 
At first, they were confined to women; no male was admitted…. Matrons were 
chosen as priestesses…. More uncleanness was committed by men with men 
than women. Whoever would not submit to defilement, or shrank from violating 
others, was sacrificed as a victim. 
The men shrieked prophecies as though seized by madness. The matrons, dressed as 
bacchants, rushed down to the River Tiber with burning torches, unquenchable, since 
they were made of sulfur and lime. Men were tied to a restraining mechanism, the 
machina, ‘machine,’ and hurried off to hidden cave, where they were said to have been 
ravished by the gods. 
Cotytia 
A poem in the Virgilian corpus (Appendix Vergiliana, fourth-century CE 
anonymous, Catalepton, 13) mentions a bacchanalian festival that was still being 
celebrated in the fourth century CE. It purports to be the vengeful curse of an aging 
whore whose catamite pimp has abandoned her, a man who had squandered both his 
and his brother’s inheritance and got his living by prostituting himself, which he still 
does, returning to the fat wife he now has, gorging himself on sausages bought by her 
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dowry, slavering kisses over her, although she detests him. She laments the days in the 
past when they both used to peddle themselves together at the Cotytia (Cotyttia) festival 
or offering themselves to the sailors on the ships anchored in the Tiber or to the kitchen 
slaves of the rich or to those at poor men’s banquets. The sex was so wonderful. Still she 
yearns for him. 
Drunken sailors with boys, buttocks wet all night— ‘Ah, heave-ho, heave-ho!’…. 
Throughout the lovely Cotytia [she laments] you’ll not invite me now to savor the 
festive pricks. 
The ‘festive pricks’ (feriatos fascinos), the fascini are cognate with English ‘fascinate.’ It 
means fundamentally ‘bewitchment’ and ‘witchcraft.’ It comes to mean ‘penis’ (or its 
sacred depiction as the phallus) because small replicas of the male member were hung 
as talismanic amulets around the necks of children to ward off the ‘evil eye’ or malign 
enchantments. It was personified as the deity Fascinus, a priapic god of the gross 
erection, an anthropomorphized penis. [image 16] 
Juvenal knew that the Cotytia involved secret orgies (secreta orgia), with cross-
dressing men drinking from ‘glass priapic pricks’ (vitreo bibit ille priapo) (Juvenal, Satires, 
2.91 et seq.). Drinking from such a vessel identified the intoxicant as the seminal 
ejaculate of the deity. The festival was already well-established in Rome in the Age of 
Augustus. The poet Horace at the end of the first century BCE constructed the stock 
figure of a witch, whom he called Candida, a notorious purveyor of poisons and 
intoxicating drugs, a version of the mythical Medea. In his final parody, a mock 
retraction or palinode of his previous slanders, she rejects his apology (Horace, Epodes, 
17).  
Don’t think you’ll get off scot-free [she says] for deriding the secrets of 
the Cotytia, the sacred rite of Dionysian love (Liberi cupidinis)— you 
fraud, you high-priest of the elite, a concocter of poisons yourself— you 
dare go around filling the streets of Rome with my name! 
Dionysus/Bacchus had the name Liber, the ‘Liberator,’ and Liberi Cupidinis means, the 
sacred rite of ‘free love’ or ‘Dionysian orgy’ as well as ‘liberating Cupid.’ 
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As Aeschylus described the rite in the fifth century BCE in his lost Edonians 
tragedy, it was still a bacchanal only of females. (Aeschylus, frag. 27). 
O beautiful Cotyto… all you who run about the mountain with your 
instruments… holding the buzzing deep-sounded bass wooden flute… 
the melody that brings on frenzy… another with the clanging bronze-
bound cymbals… the shrill twanging of strings… people unseen, 
unknown, miming bulls bellowing fearfully… drums pounding like 
subterranean rolls of thunder… wonderful terror… the horror of it all! 
The chorus of bacchants who danced these verses was costumed in the characteristic 
Thracian fox caps identifying the lycanthropic metamorphosis of their ecstatic rapture. 
The plot of the tragedy told the tale of the Thracian Lycurgus, king of the Edoni, who 
hunted the maenads on Mount Nysa, the first play in the tetralogy called the Lycurgeia. 
At the end of the century, Euripides in his Bacchae tragedy (staged posthumously in 
Athens in 405 BCE) similarly presented a bacchanalia comprised solely of females, 
maidens, mothers, and post-menopausal crones, despite the prurient suspicion of 
Pentheus that the women were engaged with sex in the mountain revel (Euripides, 
Bacchae, 221 et seq.; 683-688). 
—{Pentheus speaking] I hear that mixing-bowls of wine are set up in 
the middle of the thiasos and that they each slink off by different ways 
to the mountain wilderness to serve the beds of men, using Bacchus as 
an excuse for Aphrodite. 
—[the messenger reporting to Pentheus] They were sleeping…. Some 
fallen to the ground with their heads resting in oak leaves—chastely 
and in decent self-control, not as you say, wine-drunk from the mixing 
krater and the music of the flutes, to hunt sex throughout the woods 
totally wasted with abandonment. 
The Madness of King Kotys 
The Cotytia was traceable back to the Thracian goddess Kotys, also called 
Kotytto, Cotyto in Latin, celebrated in midnight drunken orgies on hilltops. She was the 
great Thracian goddess of war and slaughter who led them in battle, the equivalent of 
the Greek Athena and the Roman Minerva, but in her primordial pre-Olympian 
persona, which involved the whole complex of ruling females as Medusa (the 
participial adjective for ‘empowered female ruler’), Medea (the adjective for the same 
concept), and Metis (the mother of Athena as the nominal personification of the same 
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concept), and Kreousa-Creusa (the mother of Ion, the eponymous ancestor of the Ionian 
Greeks, as the same concept, expressed as the participial adjective of a synonymous 
verb for ‘rule’). All these females are involved in the motif of plant-gathering and 
pharmaceutical sorcery. Medusa is an anthropomorphized zoomorphism, whose head 
was harvested by the hero Perseus as a mushroom (Pausanias, 2.16.2-6). Kotys in Thrace 
was equated with fox-pelt-capped Bendis (Artemis) and Hecate—and with Hecuba (the 
same name as the Queen of Troy). Hecuba in mythical genealogy was the daughter of 
the Thracian Kisseus, named for the ‘ivy’ (kissos), which was the equivalent of the 
mushroom as the wild antecedent to the grapevine of viticulture and oenology. Hecuba 
after her death metamorphosed into a bitch in the pack of lupine hounds led by Hecate-
Lyssa, the rabid madness, a prophecy of the Thracian Dionysus (Euripides, Hecuba, 
1259 et seq.). Bendis-Artemis, with the canine pelt as headgear, pertains to the 
primordial persona of her twin Apollo, which was an analogue of Dionysus, before 
Apollo transitioned to his Olympian manifestations and his association with solar 
phenomena, and the traditional opposition of Apollonian and Dionysian modes of 
altered consciousness (Ruck 2018-a). As the mistress of the bacchanalian revel of 
Dionysian nymphs, Kotys would be identical with the prototypical Dionysian bride 
Ariadne. The Greeks equated her with Persephone. 
Kotys’ name is cognate with ancient Greek kotos (‘hatred’), traceable to Sanskrit 
śatru (‘enemy nemesis’), cognate with Irish cath (‘war’), Early German Hader (‘quarrel’), 
Old Church Slavonic kotora (’fight, brawl’), Hittite kattu (‘spiteful’). It is personified in 
the Norse deity Hö∂r, the blind son of Odin and Frigg whom Loki tricked into shooting 
an arrow of mistletoe at the otherwise invulnerable Baldur. The mistletoe was an 
analogue of the Amanita muscaria, both similarly parasitic on the oak and both 
inseminated by the strike of the thunderbolt. In Greek tradition Ixion was named for the 
mistletoe. He was the ancestor of the centaurs, and his torment on the spinning solar 
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wheel is an anthropomorphized depiction of the gilled underside of the mushroom cap 
(Ruck et al. 2001; Ruck 2018-b). 
‘Hatred’ was personified as the Greek goddess Eris, perhaps an etymological 
variant of Erinyes (the Furies), derived from the verb orin-ein, to ‘arouse, excite.’ Eris, as 
the excluded guest at the marriage of Cadmus and Harmonia, threw the ‘Apple of 
Discord’ that led to the Judgement of Paris and the cause of the Trojan War. This ‘apple’ 
was one of the Golden Apples of the tree in the Garden of the Hesperides. These are the 
same ‘apples’ that the hero Perseus harvested as the head of the Gorgon Medusa, 
identified as a mushroom (Ruck et al. 2001). Eris was equated with Enyo as sister of 
Ares/ Mars, and hence presumably a daughter of Zeus and Hera (Homer, Iliad, 4), and 
consequently a half-sister of Athena. 
As a dynastic name, the kings of the Thracian Edonians (Odrysians) were named 
Kotys, after the goddess, as empowered by their mystical consorting, their sexual 
engagement, like the rite of the Athenian Basilinna. A tyrant is empowered by his 
relationship to the Etruscan Aphrodite, Turan, cognate with ‘tyrant.’ The empowerment 
of the king via such a mystical consorting with the goddess is a patriarchal revision 
reversing the gender of the ruler and the deity The former matriarchal tradition is still 
seen in the sexual encounter of Olympias with Zeus to beget Alexander, and of Atia 
with Apollo to beget Octavian. A garbled pejorative report about the first historical 
Odrysian king who bore that name, Kotys I (383-359), claimed that he got so drunk that 
he went to bed to await the goddess’s arrival. In his impatience, he inquired of a guard 
whether Athena (Kotys) had been spotted yet. When the guard replied in the negative, 
the king was so frustrated that he slew him on the spot. A second guard had the wits to 
say that she was on her way, which saved his life. The king’s passion in bed was so 
extreme that in his drunken madness his mate perished, torn apart at her genitals (Ruck 
2017; Theopompus of Chios, Philippica, frag. 31).  In mythological tradition, such was 
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the fate of Semele in conceiving the deity Dionysus from the incinerating thunderbolt 
of Zeus. 
The coinage of King Kotys depicts the head of the king on the front (obverse), 
with a kantharos of wine on the reverse. The kantharos (double-handled cup) was the 
drinking vessel traditionally reserved for the use of Dionysus, the deity himself, and 
often offered as dedications to the god. In the Homeric tradition, the Odrysian kingdom 
was the land of the Cicones, from whom Odysseus received the powerful special wine 
of the Apollonian priest Maron with which the hero intoxicated the Cyclops 
Polyphemus. This was a wine fortified with the Amanita muscaria, associated with the 
initiation of the Great Gods of the island of Samothrace (Ruck 2017-b; 2017-d). [image 
18, 19] 
Spiritual Orgasm 
Mystical vision is commonly described as intoxication and sexual engagement 
with deity (James 1902; Roth 2005). The sixteenth-century Saint Teresa of Ávila in her 
autobiography described her ecstatic union with the angel of God as sexual penetration 
(Teresa of Jesus, El Libro de la Vida, 29.13): 
In his hands, I saw a long golden arrow (dardo, ‘dart’) and at the end of the iron 
tip I seemed to see a point of fire. With this he seemed to pierce my heart 
(corazón) several times so that it penetrated to my entrails (a las entrañas). When 
he drew it out, I thought he was drawing them out with it and he left me 
completely afire with a great love for God. The pain was so sharp that it made 
me utter several moans; and so excessive was the sweetness caused me by this 
intense pain that one can never wish to lose it, nor will one's soul be content with 
anything less than God. It is not bodily pain, but spiritual, though the body has a 
share in it—indeed, a great share. So sweet are the colloquies of love which pass 
between the soul and God that if anyone thinks I am lying I beseech God, in His 
goodness, to give him the same experience.  
Teresa’s metaphor of the arrow is appropriate to the tradition of the ecstatic 
participation in the agony of the Crucifixion. The thirteenth-century Saint Francis of 
Assisi received the stigmata, which tormented him his entire life. He was depicted 
erotically embracing Christ and drinking the Sacred Blood ecstatically directly from the 
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Sacred Wound at the Crucifixion (Francisco Ribalta, ca. 1620, Museu de Belles Arts de 
València). Teresa’s orgasmic union is celebrated by the Carmelites on August 26th as the 
Feast of the Transverberation, in which she entered a sacred marriage with deity. Her 
ecstasy was the subject for Bernini’s sculptural piece (1647-1652) installed in the Church 
of Santa Maria della Vittoria, Rome. Teresa’s words make it clear that she experienced 
the angel as physically present: 
 He was not tall, but short, very handsome (no era grande, sino pequeño, hermoso 
mucho) . . . one of the highest types of angels who seem to be all afire.  
Bernini has misrepresented the appearance of the angel in his sculptural installation. 
Teresa’s spiritual husband would have more resembled Cupid with his toxic dart of 
erotic arousal. [image 20, 21] 
It would seem unlikely that Teresa had never noticed the Amanita mushroom 
that ornaments the space between the adjacent tympanum hemispheres depicting the 
contrasted scenes of the earthly and heavenly banquets on the east portal of Ávila’s 
twelfth-century Basilica of San Vincente (Ruck et al. 2007; Ruck 2006). She compared the 
center of the soul to a wine cellar into which God admits us when and as it pleases him: 
To intoxicate us with the delicious wine of His grace. 
Her contemporary in Ávila, the Carmelite mystic and friar San Juan de la Cruz, called 
his soul la interior bodega de mi Amado, ‘the interior wine cellar of my Beloved’ (Juan de la 
Cruz, Cántico Espiritual, poetic dialogues between the soul as bride and its spouse). 
The eleventh-century Benedictine theologian Rupert, abbot of the Abbey of 
Deutz, Cologne, had a similar erotic encounter with the Christian deity as a spiritual 
lover. He had a vision of the Crucified Christ (Rupert of Deutz, Commentary on 
Matthew): 
I wanted to touch Him with my hands, to embrace Him, kiss Him…. I sensed 
that He wanted me to hold Him, embrace Him for a long time. I sensed how 
seriously He accepted these love-kisses when, while kissing, He Himself opened 
His mouth so that I might kiss more deeply. 
Rupert was suspected of endorsing the heretical concept of impanation: that contrary to 
transubstantiation, by which the Communion bread is consecrated and changed into the 
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body of Christ, impanation considers the Eucharist an incarnation of the actual body of 
the deity, as real as the Incarnation of His birth. 
Ampelos 
The etiological myth of the grapevine and wine demonstrates the supplanting of 
the bovine zoomorphism of the fly-agaric by the art of viticulture. Dionysus loved a 
beautiful young satyr named Ampelos, a word that designates all vines (etymologically 
amphi-helix for the ‘grasping tendrils’), which would include the primordial plants of the 
wilderness gathered in the ritual of the thyrsus-wielding bacchants, typically the toxic 
ivy (kissos), morning glory (bindweed) or bryony, and wild cucumber or smilax. 
Ampelos and Dionysus sported together as lovers in a series of athletic contests, 
running, hunting, and swimming together, but Destructive Delusion personified 
(Lyssa), to please the jealous Hera, the stepmother of Dionysus, deceived the young 
satyr into trying an even greater challenge to impress his divine lover, to ride on the 
back of a wild bull. The boy, stung with the sweet prod of arousal, infatuated with the 
bull, fashioned a whip and bridle of plants and mounted the untamed animal’s back, 
flogging the beast as if it were a colt. As he rode he boasted to the Moon that he was a 
better cattle-driver than was she. In jealousy, she, the bull-faced Moon, sent a cow-fly to 
sting the bull with sexual arousal, the estrus prod of the rabid lycanthropic dart. The 
bull threw him off its back, broke his neck. He lay a headless corpse amid the gore. 
Dionysus restored his beauty and turned him into the first grapevine and from his 
blood was made wine (Nonnus, Dionysiaca, 11. 1 et seq.) [image 22] 
The beautiful story as embellished in this account from the latest antiquity masks 
what in the earliest rites was a ritual of human victims, as still apparently practiced 
when the cult was transferred to the Roman tradition, and it also demonstrates the long 
remembrance that the cultivated grapevine had its antithesis in the wild mushroom 
(Ruck 2017-b). 
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Before his mad ride on the bull, in a race with Kissos (‘ivy’) and the Silenus 
Leneus (named for the ‘winepress trough’ (lenos), Dionysus intervened to favor his 
beloved Ampelos. The poor Kissos slipped on the wet ground, falling into the muck, 
and Leneus disconcerted lost his pace, so that Ampelos came in first (Nonnus, 
Dionysiaca, 10.393 et seq.). Leneus represents the dancing in the winepress upon the 
mucky must to squeeze out the juice for fermentation. Each harvest of the grapevine 
represented the death of Ampelos, trod beneath the feet in the wine trough. 
In an analogous mythical tradition, the first plowman Iasion was offered as 
victim to appease the sexually violated field for the evolution of agriculture. In 
historical times, this was commemorated by the offering of an animal victim at the 
annual ceremonial plowing of a sacred plot to inaugurate each season of farming (Ruck 
2017-b). 
Several centuries earlier, Ovid told another version of the myth that presents the 
same symbolic significance. It is typical that the sacrificial victim is blamed for his own 
death, exonerating the culpability of the deity. Thus, Ampelos caused his own, so-called 
accidental death, when one of the primitive vines for which he is named, dangling from 
a tall tree failed to support his weight and he foolishly fell to his death (Ovid, Fasti, 
3.407 et seq.) He was transported to the stars as the constellation Vindemitor or 
Vindimiatrix (‘Vintner’), better known as Boötes, the ‘Cow-prodder’ or plowman. The 
plowman prods the cow as he plows the field. 
Celestial Wedding Wreath 
The prototypic bride of Dionysus was Ariadne. She was the half-sister of the 
Minotaur of Knossos, the taurine anthropomorphism that Pasiphaë conceived from her 
sexual seduction of the bull in the herd of her Cretan husband Minos, who was himself 
the son of Europa, whom Zeus ravished as a bull. The Athenian hero Theseus rescued 
her from the labyrinth of Crete, but then abandoned her on the island of Naxos. There 
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Dionysus came upon her with his revel bacchanalian troupe of silens and satyrs. The 
wedding crown he placed among the stars as the Corona Borealis. [image 23] 
The bacchants encountered these creatures as hybrid anthropomorphisms of the 
wilderness, spiritual manifestations impinging upon this world across the 
interdimensional barrier from the world of myth. What happened in the mountain 
ceremonies can be glimpsed only through metaphors. Only rarely are there direct 
historical accounts. As late as the first century CE, the rite in Greece, unlike the reports 
from Roman sources, seems to have been exclusively for females. On one occasion, the 
women were so out of their minds that they descended from the revel on Mount 
Parnassus and inadvertently wandered into a town that was at war at the time. The 
women of the town formed a protective circle around them to protect them from sexual 
molestation by the soldiers bivouacked there (Plutarch, On the Bravery of Women, 13). 
That the Delphic bacchants might be treated with indignity, all ran out into the 
market-place, and, taking their stand round in silence, did not go up to them 
while they were sleeping, but when they arose from their slumber, one devoted 
herself to one of the strangers and another to another, bestowing attentions on 
them and offering them food. Finally, the women of Amphissa, after winning the 
consent of their husbands, accompanied the strangers, who were safely escorted 
as far as the frontier.  
On another occasion, the bacchants were caught by an unexpected snowstorm and men 
were sent to rescue the scantily clad women from the mountain (Plutarch, On the 
Principle of Cold, 18). 
In the representations of the bacchanalian revel, the deity himself appears 
materialized among them, but (almost) always dressed in female garb. The exception is 
a south Italian funerary vase, where the deity is seated, nude and heroically athletic, 
genitals shielded by drapery, with Thracian hunting boots identifying him as Zagreus, 
and a staff that terminates in five opium capsules, while his presumably dead bride, 
with thyrsus, dances before him (ca. 450 BCE, Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Taranto; 
Ruck 2017-a). This is probably not a bacchanalian revel, but a wedding vase like the 
Derveni krater. In Aristophanes’ Frogs comedy, Dionysus is portrayed wearing female 
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dress, an effeminate saffron-dyed gown, incongruously beneath a lion skin, since he is 
impersonating the hero Heracles, who had preceded him in the journey along the 
Sacred Road to Eleusis and the underworld (Aristophanes, Frogs, 37). Pentheus of 
Thebes similarly cross-dressed to spy upon the bacchants, but his role in the ceremony 
is as the antithetical persona of the deity, playing the role of the agony or suffering by 
which the ecstasy is gauged, the sacrificial victim in the persona of the wild antecedents 
of viticulture offered to liberate the civilizing persona of the deity. Thus, Pentheus is 
clearly an analogue of Dionysus, materialized amid the bacchanalian revel (Ruck 2017-
a). Xuthus of Athens in Euripides’ Ion tragedy assumes that Ion is his son, begotten with 
a bacchant in the revel at the sacred Wolf Cave on the Delphic Mount Parnassus. This 
obviously was a sexual engagement with a bacchant (Euripides, Ion, 553-554), but 
Xuthus attended the ceremony in the persona of the antithetical identity of Apollo 
(Ruck 2017-c), and presumably he cross-dressed, and quite probably it was the 
Athenian Queen Kreousa as Basilinna, in her duty as her city’s delegate to the 
international ceremony on Mount Parnassus who played bacchant to his Apollo-
Dionysus in the mystical sexual congress. 
It is probably a similar motif that underlies the tradition that Achilles cross-
dressed, disguised amid the sisterhood on Scyros, the island of the ‘Wolf-lord’ 
Lycomedes, to avoid going to the war at Troy. While there, dressed as a female, he 
begot his son Neoptolemus, named as the ‘New Warrior.’ The sisterhood of Lycomedes 
on the isle of Scyros should be interpreted as a Dionysian coven. As the necessary agent 
to end the war against the Trojans whom Apollo supported, Neoptolemus plays a role 
like that of Ion in facilitating the transition of Apollo from his lycanthropic person to his 
Olympian identity. Otherwise, the males participating in the revels are always the 
aggressively ithyphallic satyrs, or the young and athletically handsome fauns. [image 
22] 
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The women clearly entered an extreme state of intoxication or altered 
consciousness, but the drinking of wine is never depicted in the representations of the 
bacchants. Only the deity himself is ever seen with a wine cup, his own special kanthaos 
vessel. Instead, they are shown with sprigs of plants in their hands, fending off the 
sexually gross assault of the ithyphallic satyrs, wielding the sacrificial knife, or offering 
themselves as sexual partners for the deity, in the persona of bunnies dancing before 
him as their spiritual lover. Clearly also the desire to experience the spiritual 
manifestations physically in this reality led to the reported orgies of sexual 
abandonment and bloodshed.  
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